Zesty Ginger
PODCAST

Is the place to be for compassionate
transformation!! We share our personal
stories as well as interview guest experts to
help women restore optimal health through
a combination of learning about functional
medicine concepts, making mindset shifts
and rewiring their subconsious beliefs.

STATISTICS AND DEMOGRAPHICS
Updated Sept 2022

1.4M
PODCAST DOWNLOADS

15K

49K

EMAIL LIST

IG FOLLOWERS

AUDIENCE INTERESTS
The Zesty Ginger community is made up of
forward thinking women who want more than
the status quo in life. They are willing to
research, listen, learn and most importantly
make changes to their products, lifestyle and
thoughts in order to optimize their life
experience. They are always looking for the best
quality products and next life hack (especially if
it can be easily purchased online)

@zesty_ginger

AGE RANGE

25-60

USA AND CANADA

87%

FEMALE AUDIENCE

97%

MEGAN & DR. ALEX BIO
Dr. Alex Golden (M.D.) and Megan Blacksmith (Health Coach, Functional Diagnostic Nutrition
Practitioner) are the co-founders of Zesty Ginger, a company founded on the principles of
compassionate transformation. They help women restore optimal health through a
combination of functional medicine, mindset and subconscious reprogramming.
With over 10 years of personal health struggles that we overlooked by conventional medicine,
such as chronic pain & endometriosis for Dr. Alex, and Megan’s postpartum health crash and
anxiety, they vow to make medicine and health easier to navigate.
They believe that when we consider health from the perspective of the mind, body, heart AND
soul, we allow ourselves to resolve our fragmentation. The fragmentation that is the result of
living in a world that breaks us down into categories and addresses problems by organ
systems. Instead, healing comes from wholeness.
Zesty Ginger's 7 Step transformation framework has cracked the code to resolve irritating
health plateaus and backslides for people doing “all the things”. They have gotten such
amazing client results that they are now teaching that framework to coaches and
practitioners. They host in-person Practitioner certification trainings for people in the holistic
health space such as health coaches, doctors, nutritionists, dietitians, and naturopaths. They
also speak at events, workshops and Masterminds virtually or in-person.
They are the founders of the Transformation Accelerator Coaching program, Health
Transformation Accelerator and Flight or Flight Fix.
You will find them often sharing vulnerable stories, nerdy studies, habit hacking strategies and
more on the Zesty Ginger Podcast, their favorite platform, which currently has over 1.4 M
downloads!

Text +1 757-767-5053

support@zestyginger.com
@zestyginger.com
/teamzestyginger
4 Phase Cycle Podcast

www.zestyginger.com

6 Month Podcast Package:
(limited to 2 brands)
15 ad placements
Fully customized ad at the beginning of
each episode
Evergreen Ad placement on website
episode page

INSTAGRAM

SERVICES AND RATES

Instagram Feed Post

$250

Instagram Story

$400

Instagram Reel

$550

(No podcast ads included)
Instagram reach 49K

6 Month Premium Package:
(limited to 1 brand)
15 ad placements
Fully customized ad in the middle of each
episode
Evergreen Ad placement on website
episode page
Dedicated Email or dedicated Podcast
Interview

NEWSLETTER

Investment: $10,000

Dedicated Email

(No podcast ads included)
Email reach of 15K

Investment: $14,000

*Pricing info is valid through Dec 1, 2022

$1000

